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IMPORTANT DATES 

Submission deadline: 30 January 2020, midnight, CET 

Final Notifications to submitters: Early- April 2020 

 

Abstract submission guidelines for short orals, lightning talks and poster displays 

All submissions should be in English. All sessions at the conference will be delivered through English. 

Abstracts are accepted on a wide range of topics. 

The corresponding topic must be selected to ensure correct scoring of the abstract. The content of 

the abstract must be topic related. If you feel your abstract could fit under two tracks please select 

1st and 2nd preference 

 

1. Leading for Quality 

2. Focus on the Person 

3. Education, Knowledge and Learning 

4. External Evaluation 

5. Facilitating Future Health 

6. Designing for People Safety 

7. Building Sustainable and Comprehensive Care 

8. Quality in Resource- Challenged Settings 

 

For standardization, the acceptable length of the abstract is of maximum 3’800 characters. This 

includes the author’s details, titles and non-visible characters, such as spaces and line breaks. 

https://www.isqua.org/events/florence-2020.html


 

THE ABSTRACT SHOULD BE STRUCTURED INTO THE FOLLOWING SECTIONS 

• A title which clearly indicates the nature of the investigation. It should describe an 

improvement to healthcare, broadly defined to include the quality, safety, effectiveness, 

patient-centredness, timeliness, cost, efficiency and equity of healthcare 

• Introduction to include; 

• Problem description and summary of available knowledge 

• Objectives should contain 1-2 sentences that clearly indicate the scientific question and 

objectives of the study and its clinical (or other) importance 

• Methods should contain enough information to be able to understand the experimental 

design, the analytical techniques and the statistics used in the study. Ethical considerations 

should be documented. 

• Results should contain objective data to answer the scientific question(s). This could include 

associations between interventions and outcomes, including unintended consequences. A 

graph could be used here. 

• Conclusion should provide only conclusion of the study directly supported by the results, 

along with implications for clinical practice, avoiding speculation and overgeneralization. 

• References, please note that this field is not mandatory, however it will be included in the 

characters count. 

• One table may be inserted. However, it is included in the characters count. Please note that 

tables may significantly reduce the number of available characters. 

• One image or graphic may be inserted as image file with the following criteria: 

o Minimum image resolution: 96 dpi 

o Minimum image width: 50 px 

o Allowed file types: .gif, .jpg, .png 

• Conflict of interest: It is the intent of ISQua to provide high-quality sessions focused on 

educational content that is free from commercial influence or bias. Thus, the submitting 

author of an abstract is requested to declare any potential conflicts of interest for all authors 

during abstract submission. 

• Abbreviations should be defined. 

• The submission of an abstract constitutes a formal commitment by the submitting 

(presenting) author to present the abstract (if accepted) in the session and the time assigned 

by the Scientific 


